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Previous to 1991 the MSHA regulations on Pre-Shift~ On-Shift and weekly examinations required that 
the results of the examinations be recorded in an MSHA approved book. The approved book was the 
onJy place where the word ~'vioJations" was used as a record keeping requirement. 
During the regulation changes of 1991, 1992 and ] 994 the requirement to use only the approved book 
was changed. 
At that time a lot of the rational to change the regulation dealt with the limits of the approved books 
and the concept that the examiner should not be looking for every violation during the critica1 tjme 
frame of the examination but should focus on the conditions and violations that were or could be a 
hazard. 
It was stated in the public hearing in Denver by one of the committee members and by the UMWA that 
it was MSHNs jntent to maintain that concept, and that the proposed rule was needed to require the 
mine operator to record the violations that were or could be a hazard and that jt was not the intent of 
MSHA to require the examiner to record vjo1ations tbat were outside of the scope of the examination 
being conducted. 
This is the concern of most of the c.:ommenter's at the hearing in Denver. It has been very common 
since the first set of reguJations were published that MSHA's intent and practice have very often not 
been the same when the intent was not clearly stated in the wording of the regulation. 
U is my belief that in a very short time enforcement of the proposed regulation will not be following the 
verbally stated intent but they will be used to write citations for jnadequate examinations and for record 
keeping vio1ations for the things that conunenter after commenter rean:d. 
We will return to an examination focused on non hazardous violations and record books fined with 
entries that are confusing, cluueredt and opinion on what are violatjons. 
The proposed rule, as worded. wi]] not serve the stated intent ofMSHA to have mine examiners 
looking for hazards and conditions that could become a hazard. 
The wording of each section affected by the proposed rule needs to remain unchanged~ unless the inteot 
of the proposed rule is made clear. 
The concept of75.363(e) is a ugood idea". It is a practice that as MSHA estimates 80% ofcoa1 mine 
operators have adopted on their own. Many of these operator's exceed the timing requjrements of the 
proposed rule. I hesitate to provide examples as they may be used as a "better idea". 
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It seems that as MSHA encounters "good ideas" or innovations in the industry they become compelled 
to include them in regulations. 
It seems that this is done to force aU operators to adopt a practice that is a good idea and to prevent 
those who may be using the idea from changing it or modifYing it into a better idea. 
If MSHA continues this practice it seems that fewer coal mine operators will share "good ideas" with 
MSHA so that they do no1 become regulations which are enforceabJe, inflexible and sources of 
additional citations. 
It ruso seems that 7S.363(e), as written. flies in the face of tile stated intent of the proposed rule. 
As it is proposed the regulation win require that all citations, written for any condition underground. 
wiJl be discussed with the examiners. not just those citations for hazards which the examiner should be 
looking for during his exam. . 

Sincere1y 

~"'~ 
Emal Shaw 
Safety Manager 


